The problem (Pj) was first considered by Skorohod [8] , He obtained such a decomposition of //eM 0 (l2 00 ) using the family of conditional probability measures {//*} x€ = B°° with respect to the sub-tf-field SSoo.
(See, §2.) Factor measures /j," are IC-quasi-invariant and IC-ergodic. But ff is not mutually singular with each other. In this paper, we shall investigate this decomposition in more detail. Roughly speaking,, it will be proved in Theorem 4. 2 that changing the parameter space from R°° to jR For jueMGR 00 ), we put T,= {t<=R°° |^ -/^}, and we shall denote the maximal vector space of T p by T°. Then introducing a suitable metric, T° becomes a complete separable metric topological vector space, whose topology is stronger than the induced topology from B°°. (See, [1] .) If jueM 0 (jr), then we always have «T£7^ Therefore it is interesting to investigate the following problems. 
whose topology is stronger than the induced topology from R°°. Let ^^M(E°°) be ® -quasi-invariant. Then does T°r hold for all
The problem (P 3 ) will be discussed in §5. A ^-quasi-invariant measure jJL^M(R°°} is said to be ^-decomposable if and only if the problem (P 3 ) is affirmative for //. In general, ^-quasi-invariant measures are not necessarily ^-decomposable. However under the assumption that 0 contains 1C densely, we do not yet know whether the problem (P 3 ) is always affirmative or not. But we will obtain an equivalent condition (in Theorem 5.2) for the 0-decomposability, introducing a notion of strong-0-quasi-invariance.
(I)
Before discussing (Pi), (P 2 ) and (P 3 ) by probabilistic method, we shall look again the problem (PJ in view of the theory of von Neumann algebra.
Let //eM 0 (E 00 ) a We form the set L^R 00 ) of all square summable complex-valued functions. Let U e (e^R^} e=(e l!> --, > £",-••)) and V t (t<=R") be unitary operators on Z/JC* 2 " 0 ) acting for each as follows. U. ; /(*) i -> exp (ix (e) ) •/(*) , V t ;
f(x -f). x(e) is the duality bracket, .r(e) = 27=1 ^r Let M^ be a von Neumann algebra generated by {U e } e <= R ™ and {F ( } te *~ and Mb e its commutant. Proof. Since M^ is generated by its projection, so it is sufficient to show that any projection PeM^ belongs to M^. Applying the function 1 (whose values are constantly 1) to the both side of U e P -PU e) we have [P(exp (ix(e}}}1 (x) =exp («r(<0)P(l) (x) mod //. The family of all finite linear combinations of {exp (ix(e))} e&s ™ is dense in L* (IT). It follows that (1) P/(*)=/(*).P(l)(*) mod// for all /eL;(B°°).
As
, so (P(1)(^)} 2 = P(1) W mod ft which shows the existence of such ^^^8(12°°) as P(l) (x) =% A (x). (% A is the indicator function of A.) Therefore (1) becomes
belongs to M^ (but the proof requires additional arguments.) so PeM^. Thus the assertion of Theorem 1. 1 has established. But we shall investigate the set A in more detail. Applying the function 1 to the both sides of from (2) Proof. We continue the notation of Theorem 1.1.
If ft is JC-ergodic, from (3) we have p(A) = l or 0. It implies P=I or 0 and M^nM^ = M^= {oJ} aea i. Conversely, let M^ be a factor. For a set 4e$B(B°°) which satisfies (3), we set P A ;f(x)\ ->&(*)•/(*). Then P^eM^flM^ and therefore P A = I or 0, because P A is a projection. It follows that p(A) = \ or 0. Theorem 1.2 implies that an ergodic decomposition of may be derived from the factor decomposition of M^. (See, [5] .) However in this paper we shall discuss the ergodic decomposition without using the theory of von Neumann algebra. § 2. Conditional Probability Measures with Respect to SB*, Proof is omitted. See, [8] .
From now on we shall consider the case X=R°°. 
y->ooj
Therefore from (6), (8) , and (9) we have (10) for all ^enr=i^nnT B3 ff(t, Soo, B)=/£'(B) for //--a. e. t. (I) We shall prove that for ^-a.e.x, //* = /*' for //'-a.e.t. Because,
=Q for all BeSSC/T). For the remainder part of this section, we shall consider the application of Theorem 2.3.
Let 2 be the set of all permutations of natural numbers which shift only finite numbers of n. For each aEE.S 1 , we associate the map S a on R°° such that S a ' y x= (x ly x 2 ,~-)\ ->Cr, (1) , x.w,-).
We shall say that /n^M(R°°) is permutationally-invariant, if S.fji= ft for all a^I.
Let O(ri) be the orthogonal group on 12". Naturally O(ri) can be considered as a transformation group on R°°. We set O 0 (°°) = Ur=i O(ri), We shall say that /jt^M(R°°) is rotationally-invariant, if TfJL=fJt for all TeO 0 (oo).
Proposition 2. 1. L^^ ju^M(R°°). Consider the decomposition of fj, with respect to S3oo. Then, if fi is permutationally-inva riant
( rotationally-inva riant} 9 fj.
x is a Iso pe rmutationally-inva riant ( rotationallyinvarianf) for fi-a.e.x, respectively.
Proof.
The first assertion is due to the fact that {S.} , <=•£> is a countable set. The later one is derived by taking a countable dense set of O 0 (oo).
Q.E.D. Putting n = 2 in (14), m(z>)^0, and taking n sufficiently large, we understand that m(^)>0 for all v^R 1 . It follows that °o> 
elsewhere.
Proof. We decompose fj. with respect to S3oo. Then Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2. If /^ is 0-quasi-in variant, then ft(AQ\_A -<p\) =0 for all <p^@. (See, [9] .) It implies that if // Bo (B)=0 for some BeS(E°°), then ju(AnLB -p])=0. Consequently, ^o(5-^)=0 for all £>ed> and therefore /^B O is ^-quasi-invariant.
Q. E. D.
Proposition 3.4. Le£ 0 satisfy (S 0 ). Suppose that p, v<=M 0 (R°°) and ft be 0-quasi-invariant. Then v<ft implies that v is ^-quasiinvariant.
Proof. Since v<ft on Soo, so the Radon-Nikodim derivative g(x) of v with respect to ft on 33^ is defined. The set B Q = [x^R°° \g(x) ^>0} belongs to S3oo and ^(B 0 )>0, so we form the measure ft BQ . ft BQ is jR~-quasi-invariant and fts^ -^ on S3oo. By Proposition 3.2, it implies fts^ -^-Now the assertion is derived from Proposition 3.3.
Q The definition does not depend on a particular choice of canonical decompositions due to Theorem 4.3. In this section we shall studŷ -decomposable measures. From now on we shall demand that 0 satisfies the following condition (S). Q. E. D. [6] .), and there exists a map 0(r) from S^ to ^ which satisfies (a) go0(r)= r for all re5 w (b) the set {r e S^ \ $ (r) e B} is a universally-measurable set for any Borel set B of R 1 X 0. (See, [5] .)
. E. D. § 4. Ergodic Decomposition of 1C -Quasi-Invariant Measures
We shall extend the domain of <p to IS 1 defining as 0(r) = (r, 0)
for re 5^ and denote it by the same letter (p. Put $(r) = (r, £/(r)). Then ^(0 ^$ for all r^lg 1 and the set {r^R 1 
\<p (T) ^B}
is a universally-measurable set for all BeS3(<P). It follows that a Borel map ^"(r) from R 1 to 12°° exists and (p (r) = ^ (r) for o)-a.e.r.
If ft>(*S' AI )=0, then the proof will be complete. So we shall assume that <w(5 / ,)>0 and derive a contradiction. We take a set 
